Introduction
By a topological Boolean algebra (TBA) we understand a Boolean algebra <A, > together with an unary interior operetion a •-•la, or equivalently, together with an unary closure operation a Ca ( [9] , [83, [7] ). In. 1968-69 R.Suszko in his lectures at Steavens Institute of Technology suggested a first formulation of an equational system of axioms for TBA's by means of a binary operation a,b •-o b. In [4] J.Kagan has given a modification of this suggestion and also has proved two theorems. The first theorem says that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between CA s (closure algebras) and TBA's, and the second theorem says that in every T?BA there exists an isomorphism between the classes of I-filters and the congruences.
The present paper is connected with the mentioned paper Q4] and with ^6], in which E.Lemmon investigated quasi-topological Boolean algebras (QTBA) in connection with the modal system T.
The starting point for the consideration in this paper is the formulation of axioms for the so called B^-algebras. The class of the se algebras contains the class of all TBA s and obviously the class of all Henle's algebras [10] ,
The studies of B^-algebras are motivated by the algebraic semantic of SCIg-logic i.e. of the Boolean strengthening of sentential calculus with identity (SCI, see [10] ).
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In the first part of this paper we give only more important properties of the operation a,b»-">aob in B^-algebras and also we show that the class of B^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class QTBA's. This theorem is a generalization of the known theorem for TBA's [4] to the class B^-algebras. The further part of this paper is concerned with a theory of filters and congruences in B^-algebras. Among all filters in B^-algebra A we have distinguished several kindB of filters, which constitute closure systems on A. These filters are connected with congruences either in the well-known Boolean way [.9] or essentially depending on the operation a,b »-a ob. In particular, a closure system of 1-filters is inductively generated from SCIg-theories [2] , a closure system of L-filters is a generalization of 1-filters, and a closure system of I-filters is a class of all kernels of epimoriphisms. The closure system of S-filters is important from the point of view of connections of B^-algebras with the class of monadic algebras [5] . More important results of this theory are theorems stating that in every B^-algebra A the closure systems (complete lattices) of the so called kernels of L-filters and I-filters, and also, of I-filters and congruences are respectively isomorphic. These theorems present a generalization o£ the known results for TBA's [4] to the class B^-algebras. In this theory we have shown that every TBA can be characterized by means of the closure system of L-filters in B^-algebras. Of course, in any TBA the families of all filters and of all 1-filterB are identical.
Let us add that the examination pf B^-algebras may be used in later investigations of connections between a certain strengthening of the theory WB in the SCI [10] and of the modal system T. The studies of this kind have been initiated for the case TBA's in [ll] .
In the sequel the following definition will be used: a-b = -aub, afb=(aib)r.(bia), a<b iff a * b = 1, la = a 01. and from the monotonic property of the operation a »-»•la we get (a^).
Let A be an arbitrary abstract algebra. Denote by A the carrier of _A_ and by P(Aj the set of all polynomials in A. It is known [3] that two abstract algebras A^,A^ are polynomially equivalent, if A1 = Ag and P(-A^) = P(A2). According to the equivalence in the above sense we are not interested what are the basic operation in A^ and ^ we pass over the types of the algebras A^ and A_2. Observe that we can describe the class of B^-algebras by means of the binary operation a,b •-»-aob and also by means of the unary operation a >-»-la. This fact is important from the point of view of the algebraic semantics of the SCI-logic and the modal system T. Theorem 4.1.
In any B^-algebra the following inequalities hold:
Proof. Since bna^b we have I(anbUlb. Hence 0 = I(b na) n -lb = I(-a ub) n la r> -lb. Thus I(a ^ b) $ ^ la -lb. The inequality (2) follows from (1) and the mono- The class of E^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class of all TBA's (T4], C31). Theorem .5.1. Let A be a B^-algebra. Then A is a B.-algebra iff in A the following equality holds Proof.
If i is a B^-algebra, than applying (a^), (a2), Th.1.1 (1) and ( Theorem-6.1. Let A be a B^-algebra. Then A is e B^-algebra iff in _A (2.1) holds and the set 0(_A) -= |aob = a,b€A^ with the operations is a Boolean subalgebra in A.
Pro of. Suppose that _A is a B^-algebra. Then by Def.4.1 and Th.5.1 in (2.1) holds. It is essy to see that the set 0(A) is closed under the operation n.
Moreover, by (3.1), Th.1.1. (1) and by the axioms (a^), (a2) we get ((aob)oi)n((aob)oo) = ((aob)o-i)n(_(aob)oi)$ < ((a ob) o -(aob))o(ioi) = 0 o 1 < o 7 1 = 0. Applying the well-known theorem for Boolean algebras (see [9] ) wa have (aOb)oO = -(aob).
The last equality implies that 0(A) is also closed under, the operation -. Thus <[ 0{A),, r> )> (1.1)
is a Boolean eubalgebra in Conversely, suppose that in a B,-algebra _A the formula (2.1) holds and the set 0(A.) is a Boolean subalgebra in A, Then by Th.5.1 A_ is a B^-algebra. Putting -(aob) = a^ o a 2 and using (2.1) we have (aOb)oO = -(aob) o1 = (a.j0a 2 )0i = a.j o a 2 = -(aob). Thus is a B^-algebra. Definition 5.1. Any TBA A. satisfying the following equality (4.1)
-la = I (-la) is said to be a monadic algebra. The class of monadic algebras was examined in [ [5] .
Analogically as in the case of B^-algebras it is easy to show by a simple calculation that if A. is a B^-algebra, then defining in A_ the unary operation a'-»-la by the formula la = a o 1 we have the laws (i^), (i 2 ), (i^)» (4.1) and aob = I(a T b). Conversely, if A. is a monadic algebra, then defining in A. the binary operation a,b<-•aob by the formula aob = I(a 7 b) we have (a.,), (a 2 ), ^4)» (1.1) and (3.1). Thus we obtain the following corollary. Corollary 2.1. The class of B^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class of all monadic algebras. Corollary 2.1 is important in the algebraic semantics of the SCI-logic and the modal system S^ and also in studies the connections between these logics.
Using the concept of the equivalence algebras adopted above we have the following theorem. Theorem 7.1. Let _A be a Boolean algebra with the additional binary operation a,bi-»-aob. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
A is a Qj TBA, (ii)
A is a B^-algebra, (iii) in A_ the following laws hold: Proof. By Corollary 1.1 the condition (i) implies (ii). It follows immediately from Th.1.1 that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that (iii) holds. Then from the inequality (5) of (iii) we have (ar>b)oi>(aol)^(boi).
On the other hand, since (anb) oi^aol and (anb)oi<bol we get (anb)0i<(a0i)n(b0i).
Thus (3) of (iv) holds. In order to prove (4) of (iv) let us observe that by (1), (6) and ( On the other hand, by .(1), (5) of (iii) we get (a 7 b)oi^(anb)oa and (a f b) 01 <(aob)ob. Applying (3), (4) of (iii) we obtain (a t b)oi^aob. Thus (4) of (iv) holds. Now, suppose that (iv) is satisfied. Then defining the unary operation I by the formula la = aoi we get the conditions (i^), (Í2)» (i-j)> which proves that (iv) implies (i).
Remark. Theorem 7»1 is the generalization, of the well-known result about TBA's [4] to the class of all QTBA'S.
The theory of filters and congruence in B-^-algebras
In every B^-algebra A the* syjmbol F(A) will denote the class of all Boolean filters in _A, and the. symbol C(A) will denote the class of all congruences in A. Obviously, the class j?(A_) is an inductive closure system (a complete lattice) on the carrier A [9] . In F(A) we shall distinguish a closure subsystem I-filters which 13 connected with congruences in the known Boolean way [9] . Besides I-filters in F{A) we shall also distinguish several other' kinds of the closure systems of filters having the connection with SCI-logic and depending on the, binary operation a,b*-*-aob. Definition 1.2. A filter FeF(A) in a B^-algebra A. is said to be an I-filter (FeFj(A) ) if for all a, b, c, d e A:
T h e 0 r 3 m 1.2. In a B^-algebra A. for any Fe F(A) the following conditions are equivalent: By the well-known facts about Boolean algebras and from Def.1.2 it follows that is a congruence in JL and = . The proof of the second part is J: J 1 obvious.
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It is easy to prove the following lemma. Observe-that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the homomorphisms of the B^-algebra A and the I-filters. Namely, fpr any homomorphism h of A. into any B^-algebra A* the set P = {aeA : h(a) = 1} belongs to PJIa). Conversely, for any FeFjiA) the relation '-jr 1 is a congruence in A such that the mapping k: A-*-aA-t defined If P is arbitrary filter in a B^-algebra A, then the following conditions are equivalent:
if (aob) 6 P, then (Iao lb) e P.
Proof. By Def. 2.2 arid Th.1.1 the implication (i) =>(ii) holds. The implication (ii) =^(iii) is obvious. Suppose (that (iii) holds and the elements (aOb),(cod) belong to P. Applying Th.1.1 (4), (5) Every filter P in a B^-algebra A is called an 1-filter (PeP-^A)) provided for all a,b,c,d e A:
The family (A) is an elementary closure subsystem of the system Pl(A) (i.e. it is a principiai filter in the complete, lattice Pl(A)). On the other hand, the system P^Aj is inductively generated in A by the SCI-logic (see [2] ). Theorem 7.2. Por every filter P in a B^-algebra A the following conditions are equivalent:
where Z[k) ={la -Ila : aeA}.
Pro of. The implications (i) (ii) and (ii)=^(iii) are obvious. Suppose that (iii) holds. Then ((aOb) -I(aob))e € P and ((cod) -I(cod))eP.
Hence ((aob) ¿I(aob))n nK(cod) -I(c od)) e P. But ((aob) a I(a ob)} « (
In every B^-algebra A classes of 1-ultrafilters and L-ultrefilters are identical.
Proof. If P is any l-ultrafilter, then clearly P is an L-ultrafilter. Suppose that P is an L-ultrafilter and there exists an element aeA such that (la -v.IIa)^P. Then IaeP and Ila ^ P. Hence by Th.4.2 we obtain P^PLU), which contradicts with the assumption that PeP^lA). The next theorem characterizes the class of B^-algebras by means of the systems L-filters and 1-filters. is a B^-algebra. In the set P l (a) of a B^-algebra A we define a Dinary relation tr as follows (7.2) P l t P 2 -iff P^ 0(A) = P 2 n 0(A).
It is easy to see that t is the equivalence relation in F T (A). Note that P. t F" iff ker(Fj = ker (P 0 , and H is defined by the formula (7.2), is a complete lattice.
Proof In every B^-algebra _A the complete lattices P^iA) and Fj(A) are isomorphic.
Proof. It follows from lemma 2.2 that the mapping IL(A)/r -* fl(£) defined by the formula gCCF]^) = ker(F) is isomorphism of F-^A)/^ onto Pj(A).
Remark. Prom Th.3.2, Th.13.2, Th.16.2 we cleary see that in a B^-algebra _A all L-filters belonging to the equivalence class [f]<p of the relation X represented by its smallest element ker(P) correspond to the same congruence P
